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Jeffersonia
Threatens
Actions

The Collegian Staff

JEFFERSONIA - Few of those
who remember the United
States ever learned the histori-
cal reality behind the famous
“Marine Corps Hymn,” line “to
the Shores of Tripoli,” rooted in
the First Barbary War of 1801-
05 and the subsequent Second
Barbary War. Neither set of
actions has been forgotten in
Jeffersonia, however, and the
spirit of the Barbary Wars lives
on to this day.

Increasingly Jeffersonia has
taken the lead in the fight
against piracy on the high seas.
“It may seem a little odd,” said
Ambassador Fitzhugh, “but if
you think about it, Jeffersonia
is the ideal seapower. Our ships
are the most powerful warships
ever built which did not rely on
an engine of some kind. Where
the ironclad powers must be
very careful where they dis-
patch their warships, in order to
see to it that they do not over-
run their fuel sources,
Jeffersonian ships can remain
at sea for years…indefinitely if
they find safe harbors and fresh
water. This makes us a very
versatile sea-power.

“Virginians take a dim view of
piracy. Lieutenant Robert
Maynard -  who killed the
pirate Blackbeard - was com-
manding a Virginian flotilla
assembled by Governor
Spotswood,” added Fitzhugh.

While big ships still ply the
high seas, many powerful
navies have been isolated.
After several disappointments,
Los Angeles all but abandoned
naval exploration for decades,
not wishing to risk a fully func-
tional warship on the high seas,
not having the economy to
spare a fleet. Only the acquisi-
tion of a “rutter” detailing a
transpacific route to the East
Indies allowed the recommence-
ment of Sea Trade from Los
Angeles.

Critical to sea travel in the
modern ear is the “rutter.”
While an ancient term, it is
probably best known to modern
peoples from the description in
James Clavell's pre-severing
novel Shogun.

“A rutter was a small black
book containing the detailed
observation of a pilot who had
been there before. It recorded
magnetic compass courses
between ports and capes, head-
lands and channels. It noted the
sounding and depths and color
of the water and the nature of
the seabed. It set down the how
we got there and how we got
back: how many days on a spe-
cial tack, the pattern of the
wind, when it blew and from
where, what currents to expect
and from where; the time of
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Former
Midwest
States
Reform
Pony
Express

The Collegian Staff

PORT TUCUMCARI, PHMW -
As part of his continuing
attempts to reverse the criminal
reputation of his military con-
sulting operation, Lance
Deschene announced today that
Jackalope would be partnering
with intershardal trade expert
Jack Burns to bring current
news and correspondance to the
so-called Post Holocaust
Midwest.

“When folks get mail and news
regularly, they feel like they're
part of something,” said
Deschene. Whether the plan will
get off the ground at all is large-
ly contingent on the endorse-
ment of Manhattan's Hearst
Entertainment Syndicate.
Neither the Syndicate nor any of
its official representatives have
yet to comment on the
Midwestern News and Mail
Service as proposed by Deschene
and Burns.

“The original pre-Event mail
service contributed significantly
to the creation of the railroad
network and the road system in
the old United States. The
Postal Service created thousands
of jobs and was a huge part of the
early US economy,” said Burns.
Burns went on to add, “We're not
saying that history is going to
repeat itself here and now, but
every step forward is a good
step.”

Not everyone is as hopeful
about the future of this Midwest
Postal Service. Lieutenant
James Laughton of the Fort
Knox Survival Committee said,
“This so-called plan is full of
holes. Where will they get the
funds to pay their employees?
Who will even send mail to the
'Poc?  This is a shameless public-
ity stunt, and its irresponsible of
these so-called community lead-
ers to get the people's hopes up
just to make themselves look
good.”

Only time will tell whether this
bold operation is another step
along the road to the PHMW's
eventual independence and sta-
bility, or a huge waste of energy
and Econ. The government and
people of the Rising Sun Thread
have been showing an increasing
interest in PHMW based philan-
thropy. Will their interest - and
their funding - extend to this
project as well or is it time for
the PHMW to stand on their
own?

New
Seats
Added to
JET
Board

The Collegian Staff

The Board of Trustees which
directs the JET was enlarged at
the Board's monthly meeting in
Penn State, with the Trustees vot-
ing 5-3 with one abstention to
admit two new members to the
Board. Walter I Grenier, Lord of
Ceasarea, was seated for
Jerusalem, and Jacob Van Mook,
grandson of the long time
Governor-General, seated for the
Dutch East Indies (DEI).

Col. William Hart, a Senior PSU
Military Analyst says that the
move is “not surprising.”

“ENY is deeply suspicious of the
Hive,” said Hart, “and included
them on the Board only out of
fear. With the feeling of some
pressure from Emperor Akihito to
grand Rising Sun a seat on the
Board of Trustees, ENY fears the
real dilution of their influence.
At the same time, Los Angeles
was not going to let ENY have an
additional seat without parity.
ENY already has a satellite vote,
as Boston has always had a seat
on the Board. And Manhattan
usually favors ENY though
Hearst has been less predictable.”

Hart concludes that LA Forced
the acceptance of the DEI as a
counter, and having agreed upon it
with ENY forced the vote on the
rest of the Trustees. “The exact
votes are kept secret, but I think

Concerns
about 
Penn State
Camp
Grow

INS

Every morning a half million
inhabitants of Penn State get up,
get dressed, and live out their
daily lives. But only half of them
are natives, and the scope of the
refugee situation in the South
creates an unending stream of
problems within the Thread.

A typical day for Sheriff Martin
Pfalhoffer of Rush Township now
starts at 4:45 in the morning. By
5:15am he is driving along Snady
Ridge Trail through the State
Gamelands. He stops his alcohol
fueled 4x4 and pulls over near an
area where a complaint was
called in by residents. There is a
fire in the woods, and the
remains of  a couple of possums
can be seen on a spit over the
fire.

He looks for vehicle tracks and
hoofprints.

“Could be scavengers from the
camp who down here come to cut
lumber, or it could they be from
one of the hill camps. They down
here cut so we don't see where
they are living. They're back on
the Moshannon Creek and a lot
of them have got to the State
Forest up north around Sproul.
Homesteads up there. The police
were for a while driving them
out, but there's been nothing on
that. They don't want what we
have to eat them, they want to
eat themselves.”

Hive
Buys
UFP

HNS

LOS ANGELES, Calif, May 14 -
After weeks of behind-the-scenes
negotiation, Queen Ravenna-
2AC35000, Supreme Leader of
the Hive, now owns a majority of
shares in United Fruit Products
(UFP), one of the three major Los
Angeles “megacorporations”.

This was announced by Queen
Ravenna, in a video speech
broadcast to all UFP employees
and later released to the media.
According to Ravenna, the Hive
purchased the corporation with a
combination of Antcons (Hive
Econ), advanced technology
(mostly pharmaceuticals), and
“certain other considerations for
the top stakeholders.”

Richard Pope, a high-ranking
member of UFP's Corporate
Security Force (CorpSec), said
after the speech, “It's no secret
that those 'other considerations'
included access to Hive medical
technology for the top brass.
Oscar Sutro ain't going to be the
only person who does a 'migra-
tion' soon, I'll warrant.”

In the speech, Queen Ravenna
said she was going to be “keeping
an eye on the election,” and that
anyone who wished to “quickly
abolish LA's corporate culture,
risking a Mesmer-level event,
will have to contend with an
international incident.”

In remarks that most political
analysts believe to be directed at
the End Poverty in California
(EPIC) party, the Queen said: “We
of the Hive believe in sharing
resources with those who most
need it, but we've had 300 years
to perfect our system. Our scien-
tists do not believe the same can,
or should, be done in LA
overnight.”

The Hive Queen reassured the
employees and others that UFP's
business was not going to change
in the near future, or even “with-
in the next 100 years.”

“We have no plans to replace
any management, or cancel any
projects,” said Ravenna. “No one
is going to lose his or her job, and
we expect to see a profit from our
investment. We'd also like to
reassure our friends in the
Technosphere that we will not be
canceling any of UFP's business
contracts with Silicon Valley, and
that United Fruit will continue to
serve the needs of the
Technosphere and the citizens of
Los Angeles as it always has.”

Queen Ravenna went on to say
that if anything the scientific
research that UFP was conduct-
ing would be expanded, and that
“any required Hive personnel for
these new projects will be kept to

UFP banana vats in Los Angeles (Hearst)
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to be the finest living military
man. I understand our scientists
learned a lot from him and I know
he met with General Honey and
others. We are very grateful for
all of his help and hope that now
he will understand us better. His
body language was absolutely fas-
cinating but we are sorry no one
could couple with him. Perhaps
the scientists will have a better
solution for his next visit. I am
sure his genetics would help us
create a wonderful new strain.”
Again, General Sykes' office
would not discuss the details of
the trip and declined to comment.

Regarding the wakes, it has
been confirmed by Penn State
police officials speaking under
condition of anonymity that there
have been over 20 in Penn State
hosted by the General since the
Boston Deployment. The source
said: “Apparently, some of the
invitees are not welcome in the
Empire of New York and so he is
arranging space here under a mil-
itary agreement with ENY Air
Force security at the doors. I
know they get very loud and very
drunk, constantly mention New
Celtia and sing 'Danny Boy' and
'Amazing Grace' a lot. There have
only been a few scuffles and we
have not actually been allowed in
except before the events. I hear
he wants to do more than 70 of
the damned things. The man
must be one hell of a lush.”
General Sykes' office would not
discuss the details of the wakes
but did have the following com-
ment: “Every event begins with a
short mass said by a military
chaplain for the people of New
Celtia, a Catholic nation. The
General takes the matter very
seriously and is trying to recog-
nize the fallen in a manner com-
mensurate with their own, now
forgotten, traditions. Drinking is
part of a traditional wake ceremo-
ny. These are schedule so as to
not interfere with the General's
military duties.”

Strange
Murder in
Yugoslavia

HNS

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia, July 1
- The recent mysterious death of
three men and one woman in
Belgrade is perhaps due to a serial
murderer, according to police. The
woman died due to a single stab
wound, and the other three died
with seemingly no cause at all. The
woman also had a symbol burned
onto her forehead.

According to the police detective
in charge of the case, Suljo Nikolic,
speaking through an interpreter,
said the three male bodies were
found “in a perfect equilateral tri-
angle” with the woman in the cen-
ter, crumpled into a heap, “like a
pile of laundry.” The bodies were
found in a burnt-out husk of a
building, often used by homeless
refugees from the ongoing conflict,
and known in Yugoslavia as a
“squat”.

“It's the men that bother me,”
said Belgrade's head coroner, Dr.
Djordje Stojakovic, also through an
interpreter. “No sign of disease, no
weakness in the heart, nothing. No
poisons, no sign of radiation. I've
sent the bodies to some of my old
professors at the University, and
nothing. They should be alive, but
they're… not. They haven't even
shown much decay.”

Detective Suljo Nikolic went on
to say, “The symbol on the woman's
forehead was the Hebrew letter
Hey, which stands for the number
five, which is why we suspect this
is a serial murderer. This does not
fit the pattern of… ethnic death in
the city.”

Dr. Stojakovic went on to say,
“That knife wound was inhumanly
precise. Just in, out, dead. I've seen
a lot of violent wounds in my time
since the war started, but this is
the strangest. People just aren't
that precise.”

Suljo Nikolic said he had no
leads, and no one has come forward
to identify the bodies. According to
police, witnesses claim that they
saw the woman in the neighbor-
hood and that she often gave toys
out to refugee children, and food to
the poor and homeless, but no one
knew who she was.

“1990s Yugoslavia” broke off from
mainline history in 1991, and from
a local perspective, only three years
have passed since the Event. It is
the only known Thread to cover
that geographical territory. The
Thread is in the throes of a civil
war, exacerbated by being cut off
from other nations by the Event,
but even under those conditions
this unusual murder case made
the last remaining newspaper in
Belgrade.
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[VIA Courier]
Dear Miss Proper-Tea,
Is it appropriate to attend a

wake for a departed when you are
about to eliminate all of their kin
and nation? 

- Curious in New York

Miss Proper-Tea Advises: If it is
known to the soon-to-be-eliminat-
ed family or kin of said departed
that you are soon to annihilate
their nation, it would be inappro-
priate in all but the most delicate
of circumstances. If these circum-
stances are unknown, and all
manner of decorum and respect
may be observed, it is possible to
pay your respects to the departed,
and share your condolences with
the departed's family. Utmost
care must be taken not to intrude
upon their grief with news or
information about imminently
dire circumstances.

* * *

[VIA Letter]
Dear Miss Proper-Tea,
If I happen to see someone be so

horribly rude as to offer a public
bribe, how should I react? 

- Nonplussed in New York 

Miss Proper-Tea Advises: It
behooves you not to notice this
sort of outrageous behavior.

* * *

[VIA Telegram]
Dear Miss Proper-Tea,
If one knows that a person is

possessed by a demon and cannot
avoid them in a social situation,
how is it best to react?  Do I offer
a prayer for their souls, smile and
nod or just inform the Church?

- Anxious in Boston 

Miss Proper-Tea Advises: It is
best to be polite, as always. If this

person is not in control of his or
her own faculties, so long as that
person's body is behaving in a
socially-acceptable manner, no
action must be taken. If you
choose to pray for his or her soul,
this is done within your own
idiom, in privacy.

* * *

[VIA Telegram]
Dear Miss Proper-Tea,
In communication methods such

as telegraph and wireless Morse,
overly-lengthy messages are diffi-
cult to manage, even in the best of
circumstances. Often, this tenden-
cy is controlled by cost but our sit-
uation, we offer a free service to
support men far away and the cor-
porate exec in LA causing the
problem would likely just pay the
fee anyway. How do I politely
encourage ranking LA Corp execs
to be less wordy in their responses
to messages?

- Sore Wrist in Los Angeles

Miss Proper-Tea Advises:Within
the scope of your work context, if
your situation is purely voluntary,
and an individual (Executive or
no) abuses the voluntary nature of
your service, it is within the rights
of Management to set guidelines
with regards to message length, to
include refusal of extra-ordinarily
long messages if necessary. If your
situation is salaried, Management
rights to set similar guidelines
exist along the same lines; but so
long as you are collecting your
paycheck, you are being reim-
bursed for your service. Within
either scenario, if coding extreme-
ly long messages in one sitting
cannot be performed by multiple
operators to share the burden, it is
necessary to bring the possibility
of injury or liability to the atten-
tion of Management with sincerity
and decorum.

ETIQUETTE
MISS PROPER-TEA

This “squat” building was the site
of a grisly murder on July 1.

Sykes
visits
Danzig,
Hive

State College, PS, July 24
(HNS) - General Edward K.
Sykes, Head of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, ENY has been busily
involved in a form of military
diplomacy between ENY and the
Free State of Danzig as well as
the Hive. More recently, he
appears to be leading an extend-
ed set of raucous parties identi-
fied as wakes for the people of a
now non-existent state known as
New Celtia. A governmental
source, speaking on conditional
of anonymity, said: “This appears
to indicate a further rift between
the civilian and military arms of
the ENY government. General
Sykes appears to have traveled
to both Danzig and the Hive to
prove or disprove civilian opinion
of the thread in question. His
hosting of the wakes may be a
stab at the votes of ENY civilians
during the JET Team A deploy-
ment to Boston which, apparent-
ly, did not progress as the outside
world perceived it. There is some
evidence that the General backed
the losing horse although there
are no records to substantiate
the results as they were conve-
niently destroyed during Team
A's escape.”

Oberführer Timm Koehler con-
firmed that General Sykes visit-
ed Danzig with his wife Princess
Christiana Sykes prior to the
JET Team A Boston deployment,
and that Danzig was extremely
pleased to host such fine guests.
“General Sykes clearly has
ancestors that go back to Ultima
Thule as does his lovely wife.
His physical stature upon entry
into Danzig was clear proof of
this. Our leader, Gruppenführer
Alexander Weishaupt, was
pleased to receive them and
offer and alliance between our
two superior peoples. The
human race would be best
served by allowing the 'superior
peoples' to rule over 'inferior
peoples' as Hitler and God
intended. Of course, it is more
important to fix the broken
Earth first. I heard that the
General gave our military men
several suggestions about which
inferior peoples are the worst
impediment to fixing the world,
and we're taking his advice very
seriously. It's unfortunate he's
not allowed to act as freely as we
are in such matters.” General
Sykes' office would not discuss
the details of the trip and
declined to comment.

Cunningham-AAA45670 of the
Hive confirmed that General
Sykes also visited the Hive prior
to the JET Team A Boston
deployment, this time alone and
wearing a hazardous materials
(hazmat) suit during his entire
visit except when in specially
provided quarters. “The poor
man is allergic to our
pheromones and apparently his
physicians felt this was the best
protection for him. We do have
Hivers with immune deficien-
cies who have to wear such suits
so we did our best to make him
feel at home and show him as
much of the Hive as we could.
He was here to help us defend
ourselves against possible
attack and, of course, is known

storms and the time of fair winds;
where to careen the ship and
where to water; where there were
friends and where foes; shoals,
reefs, tides, havens; at best, every-
thing necessary for a safe voyage.

“But a rutter was only as good
as the pilot who wrote it, the
scribe who hand-copied it, the
very rare printer who printed it,
or the scholar who translated it.
A rutter could therefore contain
errors. Even deliberate ones. A
pilot never knew for certain until
he had been there himself. At
least once.”

In a time and place where there
is no fixedness of latitude and
longitude, only the exact details
of the trip, the thread boundaries
and those all important guides to
finding them - wind and current
changes - allow for safe thread
navigation.

And exploring these routes is
the province of wooden ships.
“Auxiliary sail ships carry too
much deadweight and are too
slow….wooden ships can be out-
fitted for expeditions of years in
length,” said Fitzhugh. “But the
seas are full of those who prey on
whatever they find…and that
means pirates.”

Col. William Hart, a Senior PSU
Military Analyst, takes things a
step further. “The seas out there
are dangerous. Up until the pres-
ent decade our model for what
was probably out there was most-
ly what I'll call the 'Waterworld'
version based on an old film by
Kevin Cosner in which a post
apocalyptic society of raft-
dwellers, traders, and slavers

lives in a drowned world.
People who couldn't find their
way to land living in ancient
hulks and fishing. And of
course we expected many of
them would be pirates of neces-
sity, ready to take anything
they could from travelers who
were better off. And that was to
some extent true and is proba-
bly still true. But we also know
that humans band together.
And the Pirates out there - and
in many cases they are pirate-
traders - have formed strong-
holds. In the Caribbean and in
North Africa, and we think
probably a fairly sophisticated
power in the central Pacific. In
the Caribbean, we have the
State of Tortuga which provides
a safe haven and a sales point
to Pirates. But it is also a major
local market, and has been very
hard to move against. New
Orleans had been starting to
pressure the Caribbean pirates
in a cooperative venture with
Jeffersonia, using their iron-
clads, however the fall of New
Orleans set back that initiative.

The Barbary Coast is an
equally thorny issue. Ruled by
Sultan Mohammed IV of the
Alaouite Dynasty, the Thread
severed in 1818 and it is now
1863.

Morocco includes Casablan-
ca, Tangier, Marrakesh and Fez,
as well as part of the former
independent nation of Beiruk.
The State was stabilized by the
Sultan Slimane, who made a
truce with the Barbary Pirates
after the severing. His son
Abderrahmane (Abd-al-
Rahman) made deals with the

pirates to repress the rebel
Ibrahim ibn Yazid in
Marrakech and Fez, and
against the Tribesman Abu
Bakr.

The Pirates were given
Casablanca, Tangier and the
Pirates made a deal with the
Spaniards of Ceuta, an inde-
pendent City. After establishing
contact with Jeffersonia in
1855, the Pirates became prob-
lematic. Jeffersonian vessels
wanted to trade into the
Carribean and also through a
sea gate lying in an uninhabit-
ed Mediterranean sea thread to
the north of Morocco, which
leads to Austria Hungary.
America had been on very good
terms with Morocco in 1818,
and there was goodwill between
the two states.

Jeffersonia attempted to per-
suade Abderrhamane to make
war on the Pirates, however he
was old and there was little
support for such a war.
President Lecher sent Marines
to Tangier and conducted an
operation against the Barbary
Pirates in 1861 (local time).
The Pirates responded by invit-
ing Napoleon II to land troops
and aided him in conquering
the City of Ceuta. Napoleon
justified the conquest on the
basis of an ongoing pre-severing
dispute with Spain.

Tensions have been mounting
since. The Jeffersonians have
withdrawn from Barbary, but
Sultan Mohammed IV has been
conducting operations against
them, and this has led to mili-
tary clashes with Napoleonic
troops.

ACTIONS, from page 1
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Who’s
Minding
the
Midwest?

By  Co r vu s  Madde r
Spec i a l  t o  t h e  Co l l e g i an

DIAMOND SPRINGS, Former
Midwestern United States, July
21 – As I travelled through this
former ghost town in the dusty
midwest, all I see is fear and a
fortress mentality. Shutters
slam as my unfamiliar truck
sputters through the swirling
eddies patrolling the streets.
This is a town living in the para-
lyzing terror of constant
Ravager attacks - a terror, as it
turns out, brought about by the
very forces originally promoted
as defenders of the realm.

Freddy Stanhope runs Big
Freddy’s, a modest saloon on the
west edge of town. “Used be we’s
under attack by them varmints
just about every other day. We
shore do love what them
Jackalope fellasa is doin’ fer us
here, but we’s still afraid o’ them
Ravagers comin’ up over that
hill yonder.”

Mr. Stanhope is referring to
the Midwest-based Jackalope
Military Consulting Services, a
once-independent security firm
specializing in defending isolat-
ed frontier towns such as
Diamond Springs. Lately, how-
ever, it has been determined that
the upper echelons of Jackalope
were funding both sides of the
conflict, supplying not only the
supposedly stalwart defense
forces, but also funding the
Ravagers themselves. In some
cases, the Ravagers weren’t
Ravagers at all, but Jackalope
employees in costume. In this
manner, the powers that be were
lining their own pockets at the
expense of the common people.

The CEO of Jackalope at the
time was Andrew Matthew
Thorn, an enigmatic and myste-
rious figure who has been uni-
versally unavailable for any
interviewing by this reporter.
Nevertheless, reliable sources
say that the former actions of
Jackalope were conducted under
the personal auspices of Mr.
Thorn’s office. Sources close to
Mr. Thorn say that he may be
repentant of his actions, but how
that plays out in practical terms
remains to be seen.

Recently, Jackalope was pur-
chased by Lance Deschenes,
with the ostensible purpose of
using it to bring law and order to
the once lawless midwest.
According to local sources, many
of the “troublemakers” of
Jackalope have been released or
outright arrested, and their
resources have been focussing on
genuine humanitarian care,
rather than the lining of pockets.

But how can the residents of
Diamond Springs trust their
safety to the Jackalope banner
now?  For answers, I went back
to Big Freddy’s.

“I ain’t quite sure,” replies
Flora Stanhope, wife of the
owner, after I told her of the
Jackalope deception. “I just ain’t
quite sure I can believe that.”

“Me neither,” added Freddy.
I thank them both for their

assistance, and headed back out.
Only time will tell whether this
is a new age for Jackalope, or
just more of the same.

Midwest
Founds
New
School

HNS

PORT TUCUMCARI, Former
Midwestern United States,
July 21 – Initially founded
with aid and funding from two
members of the Joint
Expeditionary Team, Princess
Christiana DeLuca Sykes of
the Empire of New York and
Ms. Jack Burns of the Former
Midwestern United States, the
“Port Tucumcari School”
recently moved out of semi-per-
manent structures in the
Empire of New York Air Force
base in that area into a more
permanent home in Port
Tucumcari itself.

This was cause for celebra-
tion in that the school has
largely become independent of
outside aid, staffed by Catholic
priests and monks from the
Empire of New York and sever-
al Former Midwestern US
locals, as well as some refugees
from the area around New
Orleans.

“The school has gained
grudging acceptance from the
Port T natives,” said Father
Thomas Augusti, one of the
teachers at the facility. “P-
POCers are real independent-

Finances

YYoouurr  ddrreeaamm  iiss  oouurr  RReeaalliittyy  !!
TTiimmee  SSeennssiittiivvee  OOffffeerr  !!

N o matter what your fantasy, no matter what your dream,  UFA has the means to

make it come true.

Expanding on the well-known theory that every possible world exists or will exist
somewhere in our shattered world, we at UFA employ the best Trackers, Gaters and

Tween W alkers that there are. 

Just tell us what you desire and our team leaps into action.  W e scour all of reality to
make your dream real. 

W e carry an extensive catelogue, from every day adventures and wishes to your 

wildest dreams.  Call, W rite, or Gate to our offices today! 

RRiisskk  FFrreeee  OOffffeerr  !!

ULTIMATE FANTASY ADVENTURES, LA LLC.

Ultimate Fantasy AdventuresUltimate Fantasy Adventures

BUSINESS

The Penn State Culinary Dept.
is proud to announce the Honeycomb

Supplement recipe contest! Honeycomb
Supplement is the newest, latest, greatest
food sensation. Its curious flavor will chal-
lenge your spice rack and its unique texture
will put your appliances to the test! Test your
culinary skills by entering the contest today!

Contest winners will have their
recipes featured in an international gourmet
cook book. They will also receive a special let-
ter of congratulations, and an advanced copy
of the cookbook signed by the celebrity judges
from the Technospehere: Chef Emeril
Lagasse and Chef Julia Child.

What are you waiting for? Head to the store to pick up your Honeycomb Supplement con-
test sampler pack today! Have fun and Bon Appetit!

Please send all submitted recipes to:
Carolina P. Jaques, Director, Penn State Culinary School

Department of Food Science, Penn State University
University Park, PA

If you can't find the Honeycomb Supplement at your local grocer please contact the same
address above and enclose a payment of 22.95 to cover the cost of the sampler pack and shipping.See SCHOOL, page 4
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Life on
the
Crusade

Spec i a l  t o  t h e  Co l l e g i an

JERUSALEM, the Levant -
The air of the Levant outside of
Tripoli and Jerusalem is heavy
with the smoke from thousands
of cooking fires. Here, the mil-
lion men that were promised for
the Crusade await their next
battle and victory.

Last month, the armies of the
City of Jerusalem- with addi-
tional soldiers from the Empire
of New York, Manhattan, Los
Angeles, New Orleans, and other
Threads with heavily Catholic
feelings- overtook the county of
Tripoli, defending the Kingdom
of Jerusalem and her Queen.
Now, the men wait through the
heavy summer months or their
next fight against the armies of
Aleppo.

Queen Melisende has made
her plans for Aleppo clear- she
was quoted last month as say-
ing, “We have no love for the
infidel. When he serves us as
does the Emir of Damascus we
will tolerate him in peace. When
he refuses to bend his knee to
the banners of Christ as does
Zengi of Aleppo, then he must be
slain. If he accepts our terms
and offers peace we shall be very
much surprised. We did not
bring a half a million men here
without making well sure that
there was someone for them to
fight other than us and each
other. These men who came to
aid in our struggle. They
deserve land and riches. From
where else shall they take it
other than Aleppo?”

One of those men is Prince
Carlos of the Empire of New
York- it is widely known that he
has been promised the countship
once the crusade has overcome
the forces of Zengi. From there
it is possible that the crusade
intends to push straight through
to Damascus, thoroughly estab-
lishing a safe Christian nation
in twelfth century Middle East.

Supplying a Million Men

While the men are waiting,
they still have tasks and needs.
One million men are more than
can be sustained by the arid
land of what we are told is called
“Outremer” by its inhabitants.
These men need food, training
and sanitation to keep them
healthy and sustained until the
fall campaign. Historically, it
was disease more than swords
that would kill the largest per-
centage of the crusaders. The
Empire of New York, as part of
its dedication to the crusader
effort has sent experts in hand-
to-hand combat and weapons
made of temporally appropriate
materials. In addition they have
sent officers to train in proper
waste disposal and hygiene, an
offer that may be more useful
than all the martial assistance
given.

The Empire of New York has
been responsible for much of the
supplies to the crusader army.
This assistance was in return for
Prince Carlos being named head
of the army under Queen
Melisade. Much has had to be
done in the Empire in order to
provision a million men for a

year with viable food. This major
undertaking has meant to mean
turning quite a few bakeries and
industrial food prep centers in
ENY over to producing hardtack
and jerky, but Empire has the
production capability. Night
shifts have been run at many
restaurants and bakeries to pro-
duce hardtack during off hours.
The Empire has also been pro-
ducing low-grade steel arrow-
heads polearms, and longbows,
and these have generally “not
shown too much degradation in
the Levant.”

Col. Titus has been teaching at
West Point for the last 17 years.
His expertise in medieval war-
fare and logistics made him the
obvious choice to aid in
Jerusalem's efforts, “We have
been able to provide basic tools
and equipment. Using these in
addition to basic medieval prac-
tices we have been able to set up
sufficient latrines and cleaning
areas.” He seems amazed at
where he is, “I mean, I've studied
ancient and medieval logistics
for years, but to actually be here
to see it in practice...,” his voice
trails off as he looks around at
what he has helped create, a sea
of ditches away from the main
body of the camp.

Delivering supplies was origi-
nally a problem- with the gates
only opening every month and
the tech level not being able to
support modern transports, it
was feared that the only option
would be animal powered con-
veyers or even an old-fashioned
bucket brigade type line.
Luckily, the Imperial
Engineering Corps came across a
better idea. Rails were built up
to the gate and trains pulling
cargo were backed up through it.
The engine stayed within the
Empire (where it functioned) and
the goods, loaded onto flatbeds
that could, with only a little
adjustment, be pulled by animals
were left in the Levant where
Imperial quartermasters took
charge of it and distributed it
correctly. It is still no small
undertaking- 30,000 tons of food
must be transported every
month, a number which trans-
lates to 300 railway cars pushed

across the gate. Many former
Manhattanites, being more accus-
tomed to both railways and horses,
supervise the unloading and ship-
ping of the goods on the Jerusalem
side of the gate. These supplies
equal one lb of bread and three
quarter lbs of meat every day.
While these amounts may seem to
be meager when applied across
three meals, for many of the
Crusade volunteers this is the
most food that they have ever been
able to count on.

Foreign Knights

Catholics from across the
Threads volunteered for the
Crusade, an effort that Popes
throughout time have said was a
free ticket into heaven. The Queen
has welcomed these fighting pil-
grims from all lands; many have
arrived in traditional medieval
style with their wives and children
among the baggage train. Some
officers from the ENY were con-
cerned about these “hanger ons” as
they called them, until it was
pointed out to them that there
were crucial tasks that they took
on- the preparing of meals, the
washing of clothes, mending of
clothes. Even the children assist
in fetching and carrying, making
the army of the Crusade run more
smoothly than it could with men
alone.

Some men rise to the top in these
situation - the Lords of Neuf and
Sneuf, unfilled titles of Queen
Melisade's court, have been given
to dedicated men from Los Angeles
who provided a large and commit-
ted fighting force. There had been
men knighted in Manhattan by
Count Raymond (not of Tripoli) in
the first wave in that Thread.
These knights have not had to go
through the medieval process of
page and squire that was years of
training for aspiring knights. Do
the men who worked all these
years for the honor of knighthood
resent these new upstarts?  I
asked this question of Sir Erec de
Gilles, a knight who “earned his
spurs” in France before coming to
the Levant. “Those who our noble
queen has deemed worthy, let their
valor be shown in battle and their
followers prove their worth in
Christ.”

Come the fall, we will see the
valor of these modern knights as
they attempt to bring Aleppo into
the Christian fold of the Kingdom
of Jerusalem. The battle will
most likely be fought on the
plains below Mount Mediggo, the
place of many decisive battles in
ancient times and, supposedly,
where the final battle between
good and evil - Armageddon - will
take place. While this fight
between Queen Melisade and
Zengi of Aleppo will not be the
Biblical epic that the name
implies, the new knights of the
Levant will certainly make it a
battle to remember.

Port
Tucumcari
School to
receive new
influx of
funding

By  A sh l e y  Kop i n sk i ,
Spec i a l  t o  The  Co l l e g i an  

PORT TUCUMCARI, PHMW,
June 19, 2058 - The school at
Port Tucumcari will soon be see-
ing an increase in funding, school
board trustee Father Morgan of
the Empire of New York
announced on Tuesday.

30 Econ was delivered to the
school by the Pony Express, with
the promise of 10 Econ to follow
every year on the first of June.

The school's benefactor calls
itself, The Shaunessey
Foundation, and is incorporated
out of the Empire of New York,

but is not funded by the Empire
itself.

A non-profit corporation, who
mission statement is; “Protect,
invigorate and support the youth
of today for the betterment of
tomorrow,” has made smaller
donations in recent weeks to
other charities and organizations
that see to the support and edu-
cation of orphans.

Father Morgan said that The
Shaunessey Foundation's influ-
ence over how the monies were
spent extended only to the
caveat that children orphaned
by collapsing real or non-real
threads be the first priority,
after that homestead and farm-
steaders of the Midwestern
Thread and then any that want-
ed to better themselves through
education.

Father Morgan implied that
helping the New Celtian children
orphaned by the collapse of their
thread was the primary goal of
the Foundation. When asked for
comment Father Morgan replied
that, “The board of directors of
the Shaunessy Foundation only
had the best intentions in mind
when they made this generous
gesture.”

Crusaders in Tripoli (artist’s rendition)

The newly-titled Lord of Neuf,
shortly before departing from LA.

The Port Tucumcari School

a minimum, and will be man-
aged by people native to LA.”

Mr. Pope said, “Again, it's no
secret that the Hive wants our
help developing weapons tech-
nology. We already have a gigan-
tic contract with the Hive to
train them in urban warfare tac-
tics, in co-operation with
ParaCentury.”

Marc Redman, an Executive
Producer at ParaCentry, the LA
megacorporation concerned with
entertainment, told the media
that ParaCentury had “several
lucrative contracts” with the
Hive, and that this development
did not worry ParaCentury at
all.

However, Republican mayoral
candidate Elia Kazan, who is
largely backed by ParaCentury,
told the press he was concerned
about the buyout of UFP by a
foreign power.

“It's bad enough that LA is
beholden to one ultratech shard,

without becoming beholden to
two,” said Kazan. “I worry about
a high-tech Cold War in the
streets of my city.”

Standard Oil, the third LA
megacorporation, released only a
terse statement that it also had
an “ongoing project” with the
Hive, and that it appreciated
“Hiver willingness to do business
like the Americans they techni-
cally are.”

There was a bit of a stir among
some, particularly in the
Catholic Church, due to one
unusual aspect of the video
announcement: Queen Ravenna
chose to film the speech in the
nude.

When asked how he felt about
the “new management,” Mr. Pope
said, “I'd say she was creepy as
all hell, but how is that any dif-
ferent from any other exec? I'll
follow orders, whatever they are;
that's why they keep me here.
Some of my boys here at CorpSec
like watching the video with the
sound off.”

HIVE, from page 1

minded, but they're warming
up to the idea that their chil-
dren might have a future
worth educating them for. Now
we have enough community
support to survive, though out-
side donations are still always
welcome.”

Joe Habermass, another
teacher, added, “There are
classes on subjects from gener-
al survival to the biggies of
reading, writing, and arith-
metic. There are many people
in the classes, and even some
of the refugees from New
Orleans, like myself, are help-
ing to teach. After the horrors
I saw, it's nice to do something

hopeful again.”
Several teachers expressed

thanks for the free lunch pro-
gram funded out-of-pocket by
Ms. Jack Burns.

Anyone from the Former
Midwestern United States, of
any age, may attend the
school, though students must
aid in maintaining the facility.
After the initial start-up
funds, the school now survives
mainly via small donations of
supplies and labor from the
community, though outside
donations can still be handled
through Ms. Burns or the
Empire of New York Society
for the Betterment of the Post-
Event Midwest (ENY-
SoBPEM) .

SCHOOL, from page 3
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P-Poc
Baron
Announces
Deal

Specia l  to  the  Co l leg ian

David Wellinger posted
notices with the Hearst Office
in Port Tucumcari this week
stating that he is the “repre-
sentative and sole agent of
Kevin McIndall, Boss of
Jackson Boss of Five Hollers,
and was prepared to offer
rights to proved uranium
mines.

Wellinger stated “consulta-
tion with maps in the Empire
of New York will show that
Boss McIndall is the owner of
the territory of the Centennial
Project, eighty miles north of
Denver. That site was under
development in 2012 for sur-
face pit mining and in-situ-
leaching for Uranium
deposits.”

Wellinger stated that there is
productive Uranium “above the
fifteen foot level where the P-
Poc starts being grey goo or no-
return. Enough to be of pro-
found strategic significance.”

McIndall has been mentioned
as a potential Uranium Baron
for some time, however he had
not made his presence known
near the Thread Gate until he
successfully concluded a war
with Briggsdale and Fosstown
earlier this year.

“Boss McIndall lost a hun-
dred and twenty of his men
putting down the ruthless cut-
throats of Briggsdale” said
Wellinger, “who would have
choked off trade to Weld
County and kept every ounce of
ore to themselves. Now all the
five hollers who pledge of alle-
giance to Boss McIndall will
get to share in the wealth.
Every man who took up arms
against Briggsdale will get a
double share, and every man
who lost a leg or arm will get a
triple share, and widders as
well. Boss is a fair man.”

Locals suggested that the
defeated foes might contest the
claim however Wellinger said
that they were “dead, or run
well off, not just local but far
down into the mountains at
least to Denver. Boss
McIndall's territory is secure.
He has guns, mines, and some
heavy weapons, a couple of air-
planes and some armored cars.
He has got men ready to begin
work.”

Wellinger invited representa-
tives from any “Nation, State,
Company, or Concern” which
wished to buy uranium to send
representatives under a “guar-
anteed safe conduct” to Weld
County, with Geiger counters
or other equipment. Wellinger
supplied assay samples but
offered to let anyone who had
doubts “come see for them-
selves.” He stated that he
would begin negotiations and
auctions during “the last week
in August.”

Asked by the Hearst Service
about Fort Knox Wellinger said
“Boss McIndall is an awfully
long way from them…nearly a
third of the way across the old
United States. They ain't
gonna come for him out there
and they ain't got gas to get
there. But they don't need to.
Boss McIndall reckons whoever
has the money and can pony up

the equipment can work those
fields and if it's Fort Knox then
that's who it will be.”

ENY General Gary Taylor at
Captain Charles Masters
Airbase said that his initial
investigation of the claims bore
out. “This is of interest to the
Empire,” said Masters. “We're
inquiring with Mr Wellinger
about a landing area, and we
may try to send representa-
tives.”

The strength of McIndall's
claims lays not merely in the
Uranium mines but in his con-
trol of Hot Sulphur Springs
which he consolidated in a War
two years ago. The expense of
importing acid has long been
seen as a barrier to the export
of Uranium yellowcake.
Sulphur can be combined with
oxygen and water to make sul-
phuric acid, which can be used
to leach Uranium. More com-
plex acids can be made with the
addition of metal compounds
which are more cost effective to
import. After leaching,
Uranium yellowcake can be
exported for processing in more
sophisticated areas.

“The winner will need to be
prepared to build a sulphuric
acid plant, to improve Route 34
and build a road around or
through the ruins of Loveland,
and to conduct mining and
crushing operations on the
Centennial site,” explained
Wellinger. “We expect that to
keep a lot of our boys employed
and they are eager for work.”

When asked about the poten-
tial price range Wellinger
responded with a cool smile.
“Bring your wallets and be pre-
pared to dig in deep…Boss
knows what he's sitting on.
The only end-to-end mining
prospect in the whole goddamn
Poc…he's not going to let it go
cheap, no sir..”

Port Tucumcari Town
Councilor Boone Wilson offered
perspective. “McIndall is a
regional warlord, and he's
spent the last fifteen years con-
quering the towns north of
Denver. Refugees from his con-
quests swelled the religious
settlement there. He's not Fort
Knox but he's got solid regional
control. He's set up a post
office of sorts, has his own
scrip. He's powerful locally.
There's no other authority up
and out that way except for a
budding community around
Denver, a school and some
other civilized things. That
area was a theocracy until
recently and it's still deeply
religiously conservative. They
don't like McIndall, but have
very little ability to act against
him. If he's willing to sell his
resources, he's a useful man to
deal with, and if he's opening
up for bids, he probably feels
secure in his control. The P-Poc
Council is made up of a few rep-
resentative hollers, but there
are plenty of warlords like
McIndall on a bigger or smaller
scale. Fair among their own
men but hard on outsiders. You
just have to accept that things
ain't the way they used to be if
you are going to make alliances
and trade with people.”

Spec i a l  t o  t h e  Co l l e g i an

ALBANY, ENY - More than a
social maelstrom the wedding
between Prince Imperial, Louis
Bonaparte, son of the Emperor
Napoleon II of France and
Princess Natalie of New York rep-
resents an alliance that may
prove unhappy for Emperor
Michael.

Princess Natalie’s Cousin, the
Emperor Michael II, was all
smiles when standing with her
Godfather Mario Papalia to
announce the wedding a few
weeks ago. But with dates set for
the Saturday after All-Souls in
mid-November, what once seemed
a far-fetched alliance is on its way
to a sobering political reality.

While many abroad see the wed-
ding as an alliance between the
Napoleonic Empire and the
Empire of New York, this is hard-
ly the case. The Papalia family is
not representative of the ruling
Benedetto clan, but rather a rival
line with strong Russian Mafia
influences. The Papalia often ally
with Governor Shea on “The
Commission” the secretive
Mafiosi body that acts as the
Imperial Cabinet, and oppose the
Emperor.

The wedding itself is seen as a
concession. In an incident earlier
this year, gunmen from the
Benedetto and Papalia house-
holds engaged in fierce firefight

which left several dead.
Sourcing ENY internal politics
is difficult because of the secre-
tive nature of the state, and the
reluctance of the Imperial fami-
ly to disclose details, as well as
the obvious threat of reprisal in
a state where the government
takes from from the mafia.

However, political analysts,
including Political Science
expert Dr. Brett Hines of Penn
State, believe that the fight was
over a mistress of Prince Carlos
of New York. “We have a lot of
anecdotal evidence on this,”
says Hines. “This is like John F.
Kennedy and Marilyn Monroe.
You are not going to find a
smoking gun. But the stories
here are very reliable and con-
sistent and transcend rumor
and innuendo. Carlos had a
liaison while abroad with the
JET, and that individual was in
the Empire for a while.
Apparently she was kidnapped,
and Carlos paid mercenaries to
attack the Papalia and free her.
Then a few weeks later, there
was an attack that killed James
Papalia, known as ‘Big Jimmy’
who was the heir of the family.
And that led very nearly to an
internecine war in the Empire.
The Papalia demanded retribu-
tion. As far as anyone can tell
the Emperor acceded to the
wedding under pressure to
solve his problems with the

OPINION
WATCHING DEMOCRACY, by Paul Aguirre

LOS ANGELES, LA, May 29 -
Hernan Gonzales has a simple
dream. He wants to cast his vote
in an election. With independent
and objective election observers,
he may get his first chance.

He never has been able to in the
past, even though he's been old
enough to vote in the last few
mayoral races. “It's always the
same thing,” he says sadly. “They
see my face, they see my skin, and
it's no go.”

“They” are carefully anonymous
thugs. CorpSec?  Almost certain-
ly. But there's never any trail- or
at least any that LAPD is willing
to follow. They block, they threat-
en, they intimidate. When all else
fails, they use violence. Hernan
shows me the stitches from the
last time, when he decided to
push through regardless. He was
lucky to get away with just a
cracked skull. It made driving his
cab difficult for a while, but he
managed.

Of course, not everyone gets
blocked so blatantly. Mariela
Torreon works three low-paying
jobs to support her extended fami-
ly, but she still managed to find
time to vote in the last election.
Or to try to vote. After several
hours of misdirection, extra forms
to fill out, and officials who pre-
tended not to understand her, she
gave up. She's willing to give it
another try this time.

There's a lot of genuine excite-
ment surrounding this election- it
is the first one that the electorate
has had anything that even looks
like a choice in longer than most
can remember. But it's easy to
lose perspective in that excite-
ment, and in the news from other

Threads.
The fact remains that there

never has been a fair and free
election in Los Angeles since the
Event. Gerrymandered dis-
tricts, voter intimidation, delib-
erate confusion, harassment,
deception, and outright assault
have plagued the process since
the beginning. And all of this
effort is aimed at the common
people, the majority of the citi-
zenry. And all the while, those in
power pretend we have a democ-
racy. The evidence has already
been shown to the world, by this
newspaper and others.

Representative Barrios's redis-
tricting plan would address
some of this terrible injustice,
but I'll be the first to admit that
there's little support in City Hall
(and, more to the point, in the
Corps) for such a sweeping
change.

But there's something that
would be easier in almost every
way: election observers. Call
them that, call them “poll watch-
ers”, it doesn't matter. We need
independent, respected, and
trained observers from outside
Los Angeles. We need them
posted at polling places, and
given access to the places where
votes are counted.

Some at City Hall (and most
who represent the Corps) say
that there is no need for
observers, that voters' stories of
trickery and brutality are a
sham. But they are wrong, and
what's more important, can be
proven wrong. They have been
proven wrong. These incidents
happened, and have been docu-
mented. But the reports were

dismissed or ignored. Even with
the recent discoveries, efforts
are underway to sweep every-
thing under the table, and pro-
ceed with “business as usual”.
That's why we need outside
observers, ones that report to
governments that can get City
Hall's attention.

Some of those same people in
power seem to think that this is
some sort of sinister plot. That's
laughable. How can free and
fair elections be anything but
good for Los Angeles?  It won't
even necessarily create a lot of
opposition voters. I asked
Hernan who he'd vote for, and
he replied, “I don't know yet,
man. I have to look at the can-
didates, listen to what they say.”
Could it be that the candidates-
all the candidates- would actual-
ly have to campaign outside of
their “safe zones”, and win over
undecided voters?  Maybe that
is one of the sources of opposi-
tion.

Regardless of the reasons for
objection, the truth is clear:
there have been no free and fair
elections in my beloved home
Thread since the Event. But
with objective outside observers,
ones with full access and the
backing of their governments,
we can change that. It would be
simple and easy to implement,
and add great legitimacy to the
government formed by the win-
ners.

How can we say that we are
carrying on the proud legacy of
America without free and fair
elections?  Why not give Hernan
and Mariela a true chance to
vote?

Papalia short of a war between
noble houses within the
Empire.”

“The problem,” Hines explains,
“is that it may have been a poor
trade. The Papalia are now
allied with the scions of a very
wealthy very powerful and most
of all very aggressive state. The
Empire of New York  is probably
not very vulnerable at home to
Napoleonic France. But
Napoleonic cavalry could wreak
havoc in some setting like
Jerusalem or Jeffersonia, and
there is really very little that
New York could do to oppose
them.”

The actual size and strength
of the Napoleonic State is
unknown, though it has been
visited by Teams A and B of the
JET, and operates embassies in
Manhattan, Jeffersonia, and the
Empire of New York. Reports
indicate that the Napoleonic
Empire has subjugated an
Austria-Hungary thread, and
several related European
Threads, and maintains a base
in the “Morocco” thread which
has been a bone of contention
with Jeffersonia. Disputes over
Moroccan Piracy may be a high-
light of the upcoming JET
deployment to Tortuga, and
increasingly underscore the dif-
ficulty in efforts to establish an
Atlantic trade, an issue which is
of vital concern to Manhattan.

Imperial Wedding Brings
Questions and a Shaky Alliance
The “Imperial Wedding” was formalized
with the Reading of the Banns in Albany
and Paris this Sunday, and will take place in Albany,
the nominal home of the bride.   

NEWS
Fair.  Accurate.  Concise.

HearstTrust
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LOS ANGELES - Coahl Axltl,
Axa Ambassador to Los Angeles,
announced that the Republic
Senate had sent to the President
a bill appropriating a record 27.3
Billion Xiquipilli (about 2.4
Billion L.A.) to resettle, if neces-
sary, the entire population of the
“Former United States Midwest”
in Axa. The program is to include
not only direct-gate costs, but
temporary housing in trailers,
hotels, and middle schools, but
funds for instruction in the
Yunuactl language and job train-
ing, as well as food, clothing, and
other necessities. Axa President
Qip Coahl Xpahl was expected to
sign the bill later this week. The
legislative processes of the
Republic of Axa are largely simi-
lar to those of the former United
States with a strong Chief execu-
tive and bicameral legislature.

Axa is a Thread which consists
of about 3.2 billion people.
Ambsssador Axltl has identified
the Technosphere concept of
“unreality” as being similar to an
Axa concept called “reflectivity”
which suggests that not all people
have equal objective existence.

Commenting on “unreality”
Ambassador Axltl said
“Reflectivity is a rather dirty
word in our culture. It was devel-
oped in the late Manchurian peri-
od, at the height of the new
rationalism, and was used by the
Rim to justify quite a bit of
Colonialism. The philosophical
concept that marginalized popu-
lations 'didn't count.'  So very lit-
tle work has been done on this
during the current sexagent,
since the decline of the Manchu
Colonial Empire. However our
scientists acknowledge the poten-
tial. Even if I were to accept the
conjecture put forward by the
Technosphere that a significant
portion of them are “reflective”
and are not objectively real, there
are at a minimum 800 or so mil-
lion citizens of Axa alone.”

In describing the evacuation
measure the Ambssador stated
that “obviously the Midwest is an
unsafe place, with a dim future
and every description of people
living there is a matter of misery
and privation. The Axa State is
not merciless. Despite our long
travails earlier this century when
the Manchu were struck by a
record earthquake, the Axa
offered unconditonal aid and sup-
port. Axa is a modern Republic
and fully recognizes its responsi-
bility to alleviate suffering howev-
er incidental, or likely unpre-
ventable.

Our 'drain' upon the Midwest is
like that of an Ocean which
receives the waters of a river from
a land where no rain is falling
anymore. We cannot be responsi-
ble for the rain. But it is our
responsibility if the people who
used to live along that river are
starving, to take them in and feed
them and care for them as their
river runs dry.

The Ambassador says that he
realizes there will be gross suspi-
cion over the incident.

“We realize that many outsiders
will be suspicious of us. I know as
a former Ambassador to the
Caliphate that our custom of sac-
rifice is upsetting to people who

did not grow up understanding
and accepting it. I can only
respond that our teen suicide rate
is the lowest in the world and that
we view the rite of passage to
manhood differently than other
cultures. However, understand
that neither the FMUS refugees
or their children will be forced to
participate in the rites. Anyone
can voice conscience and choose
not to practice the state religion.
The Constitution guarantees that
right, and says only that the Civil
Service Examinations are closed
to those who do not follow the
state religion. There are many
good jobs outside the Republic
Civil Service, and I think everyone
will agree it is best if Axa is gov-
erned by those who understand its
culture and need . . . the exception
to that is of course Confucians
from the province of Tzacab, the
former Hi-ninjaoang.”

The Ambassador expects the
Axa plan will meet with resist-
ance.

“We know that many FMUS res-
idents will not understand the
danger to them. They come from a
violent and militarized culture,
where life is short and brutal. We
expect to be met initially with vio-
lence and threats. We will provide
trade goods, medicines, and food.
We will explain resettlement, and
offer to take volunteers to see the
relocation centers and report
back. We are also willing to enter-
tain any international committees
that wish to inspect our programs,
and allow them complete, free,
and random access to any civilian
site within Axa. “ 

Axltl said that Axa Marines
would provide security for our
relocation teams, but will be
under strict engagement protocols
to fire only in absolute self-
defense, and in general will be
issued only rubber ammunition
and tear gas, designed to limit
lethality. The Ambassador fur-

ther pledged that Axa forces would
not seek confrontations but would
withdraw if we are met with actual
fire. “We have no desire to suffer
casualties, nor to fire on citizens of
the FMUS. Where we cannot
engage directly we will try to pay
other FMUS citizens to act as
liaisons to explain the validity of
our programs. We will not conduct
aggressive or offensive operations
against any FMUS settlement or
individuals for any reason. Our
Marines will have no other task
than to safeguard the lives of our
civilian personnel, and aid in their
rapid withdrawal if they are met
with actively hostile reception” In
addition, Axltl stated that the
Marines would carry only Squad
weapons and would not carry any
heavy weapons designed for “offen-
sive combat operations.”

The Ambassador tied the FMUS
to terrorist attacks within Axa. “We
understand the problem of people
suddenly ceasing to have existed.
In Xiaomon of the Year of the Cock
the cities of Muzencab and Uincir
Dz'acab, the second and third most
populous cities of the Republic were
erased by terrorists. Muzencab,
also known as Huang-do, is for all
practical purposes the same City
you know as Los Angeles. Many
Axa lost kin on that day, and we do
not wish to see any other people suf-
fer that fate. This is one reason we
hope that the Government of Penn
State will see reason and agree to
extradite the Scientist Cava, rather
than holding her to gain more
knowledge of weapons which every
civilized State in the world has
agreed ought not to be made. “

Ambassador Axltl repeated his
hope that members of the
International Community, and the
International Ethics Committee
would organize an inspection of the
Axa relocation program, and stated
that the first refugee center, based
around the Civic Arena at Chantico,
would be ready within a few weeks.
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from ENY. Salt fish and beans
from Jeffersonia. But not every-
body wants to sit and grow old
eating tinned meats.”

“It can't be said we're doing
badly here. We have about two
hundred thousand souls here. Of
those I'd say no more than twen-
ty, thirty thousand, have slipped
the bounds and moved out. But
that's a lot of folks in a small
area. And who can blame them.
They see the gamelands, and the
Penn State folks say they are for
the future and conservation, but
they see being cooped up in a
camp when there is a lot of land
out there.”

Cavanaugh blames many prob-
lems on gambling. “These folks
have been months and months
without much to do. They get a
little, they play cards, the gam-
ble. Where there is gambling
there's trickery and confidence
men. Soon there's gunplay. Then
men take off into the forest.”

Penn State was glad to wel-
come the frightened refugees last
year, but now many residents are
done “They are everywhere. I am
scared to go out at night, scared
I'll be shot for a deer” said
Centennial resident Robert
Arness. “Not that you see deer,
or squirrel much anymore. They
will come through in bands of
five or six…you simply don't dare
make trouble. They could come
back and do worse. They've
stolen things. Our neighbor had
her Lhasa stolen off a lead, in
broad daylight and there was a
leaner seen skulking around. I
say we send them home. Let
them face the zombies. Or send
them to the Crusades. They need
to leave Penn State.”

In the meantime the camp,
furnished mostly with wooden
World War II Temporary
Buildings from L.A. has taken
on the character of a small,
poorly funded, western city.
Crews are at work digging sew-
ers and placing latrines, and
extending water line through
the camp. “They fight us tooth
and nail,” says Pierre
Bonhomme, who owns one of the
camp's operating stores. “First
they say we smell bad, then they
don't want us to run water
because it 'makes the settle-
ment more permanent.'  I say
give us some land and let us
build a city.

Axa Republic Announces Plan
to Evacuate Former
Midwestern United States

Pfalhoffer says this call is of
little consequence. “A week back
they down here and took a pick-
up truck and at gunpoint.
Forced the driver out onto the
road, and just drove off with it.
We ain't found it yet, and they're
driving it still I'd make it. “

Hijackings and thefts of autos
are on the rise. The “'leaners,” as
locals call them, are savvy folks,
accustomed to seeing streetcars
and machinery operated. The
mysteries of the gasoline engine
did not hold them off for long,
and now New Orleans nationals
are stealing trucks, ATVs and
other vehicles.

Warden Brett Connelly con-
firms talk of a shanty town in
the north. “Up North of the
State Line Road, we know there
is a settlement up there.
Possibly several settlements. A
lot of Federal lumber has been
cut and game shot. We don't
want them to homestead. But
they are armed with repeating
rifles with decent range. We
could probably over-power them
with gas and automatic
weapons, but it's bad terrain.
And there is fear of incidents. So
far though there have been a few
highly publicized shooting inci-
dents those were mostly acci-
dental. There have been thefts,
even hijackings, but not much
bloodshed.

Within the Camp martial law
prevails. “We keep MPs and
troops out and we try to restrict
who can come and go. There's
written passes needed and you
have to state your business. But
the camp has straggled out a
goodly number of miles, and we
just can't watch every place on
the perimeter. There are also
maybe forty trucks and cars that
are owned legally, wealthy folks
bought them, and they're invalu-
able. But at night we know
other trucks come in and it's
hard to tell without getting right
to the scene. And we have no
track of wagons. Horses were
mostly requisitioned, but in
order to keep them  cared for we
have had to let a lot of them
back out. Nobody in the camp
much has jobs except odd job-
bing for each other, and then
there are the rations. Los
Angeles tinned meats and MREs

The spires of the Axan city of Azcapotzalco rise above the fog.  Under the
Axitl plan, many Midwesterners could be relocated to this area. 

CONCERNS, from page 1

we can guess that Provisional
President Hall supported ENY
and LA in return for a promise
to seriously visit the question of
a campaign to recapture New
Orleans. The alternative, given
the count is to believe that
Technosphere was unusually
activist, which is always possi-
ble.”

Technosphere often abstains
on JET votes.

“Most of the heavy resources
for the JET come from LA or
ENY,” said LA Ambassador
Charmian Baxter. “It makes
perfect sense that the two pow-
ers share a great deal of respon-
sibility for the direction of the

JET. Jerusalem is an important
contributor when it comes to
supporting low Tech Level
Missions…they supply warriors
who are simply more competent
at low-tech fighting than most
others. The Dutch East Indies
have shown a willingness to sup-
ply raw materials and experi-
enced fighting men. They have
men who have spent a lifetime
fighting in the Jungle. That's a
real asset to the JET. These are
not puppet-powers, they are
very real contributors.”

The Napoleonic Ambassador in
Albany is said to have visited
Penn State recently to discuss
the possibility of a Napoleonic
contribution.

JET, from page 1

If you would like to support the Santa Lance program,
please send any donations, in any style of currency, to 

The Santa Lance Program, c/o The Collegian Newspaper,
in Penn State.  Thank you kindly!

The
Program

Announcing the Santa Lance program, spreading joy and aid across the dusty
Midwest. Sponsored by a private trust, Santa Lance is responsible for countless

children, orphans, and distressed Midwesterns received
the food and medicine they need, when they need it.

Santa Lance - bringing aid to the needy.


